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ABSTRACT

2. BACKGROUND

In this paper, some shape based features like area, perimeter,
roundness, standard deviation etc. are used to recognize
different types of white blood cells like monocyte,
lymphocytes, eosinophil, basophil, neutrophils etc. Using
image processing techniques, result can be obtained within 34 minute. To perform shape base features operation, contrast
of RGB image has to be increased for better detection of
white cells. After recognition of each and every cell,
classification is performed to detect either it is CML (Chronic
Myelogenous Leukemia) or CLL (chronic Lymphocytic
leukemia). This algorithm is performed on 30 images. Out of
30, it is successful on 28 images. So it gives accuracy of
93.33%.

Jun tang suggests the method for color image segmentation
with the help of the watershed algorithm and region growing.
Here segmentation method is used to target foreground object
[1, 2, 3, 4]. Lin Yanyu et al. suggest the method for edge
detection. When image is not filtered, it contains noise and it
should be removed from image. With noisy image, prewitt or
canny cannot work properly that’s why order morphology is
new technique to detect the edge and it totally depends on
statistics [5, 6, 7]. Yusai You and Huimin Yu suggest the
method to separate overlapping cells using morphological
granulometry. In this method, radius has to be defined and
then image dilation is done with disk type structural element.
Different types of methods are used to separate overlapping
cells like, distance transform, watershed algorithm, erosion
technique etc. Authors calculated the radius of cells and their
geometric area using granulometry method. Limitation of this
technique is, it is used only for same size or same radius of
cell [8]. Hong Yan et al. suggest the method for detection a
rough boundary of cell using Hough transform. For an
accurate result fuzzy curve tracing approach is used.
Advantage of using this method is that, image is not affected
by noise [9].Huang, Jiandeng suggest the method for
separating overlapped cells. They developed expansion and
corrosion techniques with watershed algorithm having 4 or 8
connectivity. There is no any specific algorithm for image
segmentation. Concave curve or dots can be used to separate
overlapping cells [10, 11]. Tulsani, Hemant, Rajesh Gupta,
and Ravikant Kapoor suggest method for counting red cells,
white cells and platelet using watershed transform and
regional maxima [12, 13].
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1. INTRODUCTION
As per the medical definition, leukemia is the blood cancer or
increment of number of immature white cell. Stem cells are
generated by bone marrow. Due to blast of stem cell; white
cells, red cells and platelets are generated. If these blast is not
done successfully then cells remains immature. If the number
of immature cells increases in our blood then probability of
blood cancer increases. Due to two types of blast, cancer can
be categorized in two types: either Lymphocytic or
Myelogenous. Another classification is done based on the rate
of cells increasing in our body, i.e. it’s either acute or chronic.
So to detect these both type of Leukemia, digital image
processing is best option to recognize immature white cell and
based on white cells, it can be predicted either as Acute
lymphocytic/myelogenous
or
Chronic
Lymphocytic/
Myelogenous. Lots of work has been done by the community
to detect the acute leukemia so far compared to Chronic.
Hence, more emphasis is given to detect the Chronic
Myelogenous or Chronic Lymphocytic.
In
chronic
myelogenous
leukemia,
myelocytes,
Metamyelocytes, promyelocytes are increased. In chronic
lymphocytic leukemia, lymphoid cells are slightly larger than
normal lymphocytes. In our body, Lymphocytes should not
increase greater than 4000 counts/µl. If this count is higher
than that count, then it succumbs to suffer from lymphocytic
leukemia. Many image processing techniques like
morphology, segmentation, classification, etc. are widely
used.

Bo Jiang et al. suggest the method for segmentation of blood
cells images using wavelet transform. It is more accurate
method to analyze the performance of image. It is used to
detect edges in complicated image and also useful to analyze
signal. Here fast wavelet algorithm is used for the analysis of
image. After performance of wavelet transform some
morphological operation like erosion, dilation, opening or
closing is performed according to requirement [14, 15]. Due
to region maxima and minima, watershed transform is not
powerful method for segmentation because sometime over
segmentation is occurred due to watershed transform. To
overcome this problem, watershed algorithm can be used with
nonlinear filter. Several image merging technique are used to
reduce over segmentation. Morphological opening filter acts
as nonlinear low pass filter to remove noise from background.
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Opening closing operation with median filter can be used to
reduce the salt & paper noise. After that Euclidean distance is
applied to know pixel distance and then performance can be
measured with MSE (mean square error) and PSNR (peak
signal to noise ratio) [16, 17, 18]. Yong, and Dagan Feng
suggest EMBIS (Energy Minimization Based Image
Segmentation) model. Here it is difficult to decide that which
segmentation algorithm is best and which is more suitable and
applicable for every image. Still segmentation is open
problem. This method is used to reduce noise and complexity.
The output will fluctuate when noise is heavy so to improve
robustness Otsu’s method is used [19]. Sulaiman et al. suggest
pseudo color techniques with color space extraction. Pseudo
color techniques are used to separate nucleus and seed based
region growing technique is used to detect the cell boundary.
To perform entire operation, first of all image is converted in
to gray level and then pseudo color technique is applied. Here,
main objective is to separate overlapping cells, to reduce labor
work of pathologist and to reduce complexity [20, 21].
Gonzalez-Hidalgo et al. suggest the method to detect
overlapping cells. Some morphological techniques like ellipse
adjustment; ellipse fitting or concave point detection is used
to detect sickle cell in blood. After detection concave point in
contour, overlapping area should be detected [22]. Wenzhong
and Yan suggest that to enhance contrast of image top-hat and
bottom-hat transform is used. After applying thresholding,
closing and opening operations are performed. After that
AND operation is performed between two result and to detect
the edge, canny edge detection algorithm is used [23]. To
separate overlapping cells, some image processing method
like Hough transform, Gabor annulus and Otsu’s discriminant
are used. To detect circle Gabor wavelet filter is used [24]. To
locate the center of cell, mean shift algorithm is used and seed
detection algorithm is utilized to detect overlapped area of cell
[25].Using distance transform, center point of cell can be
found and then cell size is estimated. After image
decomposition process, some morphological operation is
performed and center of the cells are detected. After center
detection, sizes of cells are estimated and then cell splitting
operation is performed [26]. Dipti Patra et al. suggest a
method based on fuzzy color image segmentation to classify
the white cell nucleus hausdorff dimension and contour
signature. Low pass filter can be used to remove noise from
image. After this operation Dipti et al. are suggested GK
(Gustafson Kessel) method for clustering [27, 28, 29, 30, 31].
Lim Huey Nee et al. proposed methods for segmentation of
white cells using morphological, gradient magnitude and
watershed transform. Here, HSV color model is used and then
saturation component is extracted from image. After detection
of white cells, edge detection operator like sobel, canny or
prewitt can be used [32, 33]. Mashiat Fatma and Jaya Sharma
proposed the method for identifying the type of leukemia
usingartificial neural network. Here, HSI color model is used
and K-means algorithm is applied for clustering [34, 35].
Farah and Rosalina suggest K means unsupervised clustering
technique for image segmentation. It is difficult to define
order of cluster sequence. Here mean shift algorithm is
applied to remove background noise rather than using any
filtering techniques [36]. N.H.Abd Halim*et al. suggest
Global Contrast Stretching (GCS) techniques and HSI (Hue
Saturation and Intensity) model for segmentation of leukemia.
By this technique, classification of images is done and
recognized either as Acute Lymphoblastic Leukemia (ALL)
or Acute Myelogenous Leukemia (AML). Here color image

segmentation is more useful to extract lymphocytes. That’s
why HSI color model is used for better performance. To
classify Leukemia either ALL or AML, some morphological
techniques are used based on shape and size of lymphocyte
[37, 38].
Dale Taylor et al. suggests the method for separating
overlapped cell and measure the alignment with CC
(concavity-concavity) and CL (concavity Line). After
performing all these operations finally counting of each cell is
carried out [39].To apply KB (Kleihauer – Betke) Test, image
is captured with camera and then it converts into grey level.
For detection of overlapping cell distance transform is applied
and also have to find regional maxima. After that number of
clusters are calculated. Using spectral clustering techniques,
shapes and color based features are extracted and overlapping
cell are detected via ellipse fitting. For better classification
KNN algorithm is used [40]. Supardi, N. Z., M. Y. Mashor et
al. suggest KNN (K Nearest Neighborhood) method to
classify blast cell in acute Leukemia red cells. To define shape
of object, second order moment is required to detect and for
different value of k distance metric is required to be detected
[41].
Jyoti Rawat et al. suggested that image segmentation
approaches is based on discontinuity and similarity. In
discontinuity based segmentation, line and edge detection is
performed and in similarity base segmentation, thresholding,
region growing and splitting techniques is used. For detection
of point, line, and edge, different masks are defined
[42].Krishna Kumar Jha et al. suggest new approach to
identify leukemia, anemia and other blood related diseases. In
this approach, to detect the edge of blood cell, first order
derivative is used and it is called gradient of two dimensional
(2 D) function. Second order derivative acts as laplacian filter.
Canny and sobel operators are used for detecting the edges of
the blood cell [43].
Acute leukemia can be categorized into three types L1, L2,
L3. FFNN (feed forward neural network) gives good
classification results. As mentioned in previous paper, some
shape based and texture based methods are applied. For
classification KNN method with Euclidean distance is used
and that gives good accuracy [44]. Putzu, Lorenzo et al.
suggest method to detect different white cell like basophil,
eosinophils, neutrophils etc. So, first image is converted into
CMYK color model. For thresholding, Zack algorithm or
triangle method is used. To remove background morphology
techniques like area opening is more suitable.Now, to separate
these grouped cells, first distance transform is applied and
then image cleaning operation is required to remove unwanted
objects in image [45]. Himali et al. suggests shape based
feature to count and recognize different cell. Area, standard
deviation, major axis, minor axis, roundness, perimeter etc.
are very useful to detect various kind of cells [46].

3. METHODOLOGY
To detect either lymphocytic or myelogenous types of blood
cancer from chronic leukemia, first white cell should be
separated from a microscopic image. First contrast of RGB
image is increased using ‘imadjust’ command in MATLAB
13 using suitable contrast limit that shown in figure (2). Then
image is converted to gray color (G). After that histogram
equalization operation (H) is performed. But limitation of this
method is not applicable on each and every images.
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After performing histogram equalization, add these two
images (H+G) and then subtract (G-H). After getting this two
images H+G and G-H, add this both images to get only
nucleus of white cell. This result is shown in figure (3).Here,
figure 1(a) is an image of chronic myelogenous leukemia and
figure 1(b) is chronic lymphocytic leukemia. Now, these both
type of leukemia have to be detected using image processing
methods.Now using Otsu’s thresholding method, convert this
nucleus detected image into black and white image that image
is shown in figure (4).

can be diagnosed. If number of lymphocytic cells are more
than other cells in an image then it recognizes as chronic
lymphocytic leukemia otherwise it is chronic myelogenous
leukemia. This results shown in figure 7(a) and in figure 7(b).

After that, area opening operation is required to remove small
parts or to remove unnecessary dots from an image. After that,
hole filling and some morphological operation like dilation,
erosion have to be performed and then image is
complemented that is shown in figure (5). After performing
all segmentation and morphological operation, centroid and
roundness of cells have to be detected that can be seen in
figure 6(a) and in figure 6(b) [46]. After finding, the
roundness value of each and every cell, detect that which type
of cell is there. Ex. Basophil, neutrophils, lymphocytes,
monocytes, eosinophil, Meta myelocytes, myelocytes, band
etc. After detection of all these cells type of chronic leukemia

Else

Thresholding is done according to this concept. Where x is
limit of intensity.
If b (i, j)>x
Then C (i, j) = 0;

C (i, j) = 1
Roundness=

……………… (i)

According to roundness value, different type of white cells
can be recognized. Table 1 contains roundness value
corresponding to different type of immature white cell.
According to the number of various immature white cells,
classification of chronic leukemia can be carried out

4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS

Figure 1 (a). Original image (Chronic
Myelogenous Leukemia)

Figure 1(b) original Image (Chronic
lymphocytic leukemia)

Figure 2 Contrast Enhancement

Figure 3 RGb2GRAY (G)

Figure 4 Histogram Equalization (H)

Figure 5 Summation of figure 3 &4

Figure 6 Subtraction of figure3 & 4

Figure 7 Summation of figure 5 & 6

Figure 8 Otsu’s Thresholding
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Figure 9 Area Opening

Figure 10 Morphological Closing

Figure 12 Roundness of Each Cell for figure 1(b)
Here output images for Leukemia detection are shown.
Original image 1(a) is taken from civil hospital Ahmedabad
with 100x magnification oil emersion microscope. And figure
1(b) is taken from web sources. After that contrast is
enhanced for further process that can be shown in figure 2.
RGB to grey image (G), histogram equalization (H),
summation (H+G) and subtraction (H-G) of two images, then
again summation of two results and Otsu’s thresholding All

Figure 11 Image Complement

Figure 13 Roundness of each cell for 1(a)
these experiment result can be shown in figure 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
respectively. After performing Otsu’s thresholding method,
area opening, morphological closing, image complement can
be shown in figure 9, figure 10, figure 11, respectively. After
that roundness of cells can be found to detect type of
leukemia. Roundness of each cells for figure 1(a) and 1(b) can
be shown in figure 13 and figure 12 respectively.

Table (1). Range of roundness for different white cells

Different types of white cells
Myelocytes/ Band (p)
Meta myelocytes (q)
Eosinophil (r)
Promyelocytes (s)
Basophils (t)
Monocytes (u)
Neutrophils (v)
Lymphocytes (w)

Roundness value (R)
0.22 <
0.34 <
0.40 <
0.50 <
0.57 <
0.60 <
0.69 <
0.81 <

R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R

< 0.33
< 0.39
< 0.49
< 0.56
< 0.60
< 0.68
< 0.75
< 0.95
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5. ALGORITHM AND CELL COUNT TO DETECT TYPE OF LEUKEMIA

Original image

Color image contrast enhance

RGB to gray color model (G)

Histogram equalization (H)

Addition and substraction of G
and H

Nucleus of white cells detection

Convert in to black and white
image

Area opening

Hole filling opearion

Find roundness of nucleus

White cell recognize based on
roundness value

Detect either Chronic
lymphocytic or myelogenous
Leukemia

Algorithm for detection
leukemia type

Different cell count and Result
analysis of figure 1(a)

Different cell counts and Result
analysis of figure 1(b)
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Here in figure 13, cells due to myeloblast are more than cells
of lymphoblast and in figure 12, cells due to lymphoblast are
more than myeloblast. Here (p+q+r+s+t+u+v) > w then it is
chronic myelogenous leukemia and if (p+q+r+s+t+u+v) < w

Image Category
CML
CLL

then it is chronic lymphocytic leukemia. So figure 1(a)
recognize as chronic myelogenous leukemia and figure 1(b)
recognize as a chronic lymphocytic leukemia.

Table (2). Observation Table
Number of images
15
15

6. CONCLUSION
Using these various techniques, white cells will be detected
and then classification is performed. Image processing is used
in biomedical field to help to improve image quality, also
reduced the cost of medical facilities and give effective results
in short duration. Here out of 30 images, 2 images cannot be
recognized correctly. Hence, this algorithm gives 93.33%
accuracy.

7. FUTURE SCOPE
The model is efficient and highly accurate to detect leukemic
cells. However, there are several shortcomings in this model.
Hence, certain type of complex images could not be detected
correctly due to intensity variation. This can be resolved using
various advance techniques like SVM, ANN, fuzzy logic etc.
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